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Welcome to the 2016 AIA/HUD Secretary's Awards

The Housing Knowledge Community of the American Institute of Architects (AIA), in conjunction with the Office of the

Secretary of the U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development (HUD), recognizes excellence in affordable

housing architecture, neighborhood design, participatory design, and accessibility. Good design is a cornerstone of

thriving homes and communities of all incomes and backgrounds. These awards demonstrate that design matters,

and provide examples of important benchmarks in the housing industry.

Eligibility

Owners of structures and architects licensed in the United States may submit projects (located in the United States) of

any size, budget, or style fitting the eligibility guidelines. 

New construction, renovations, and restored developments in the United States are eligible. Only developments or

projects completed after January 1, 2011, will be considered for this award. 

Submissions to all award categories with the sole exception of the Community-Informed Design Award must include

housing or a housing element. Also, submissions to all award categories must serve low- or mixed-income occupants

and users (defined by either a minimum of 20 percent of occupants earning a maximum of 80 percent of the area

median income, or by the funding sources utilized); the sole exception to this eligibility requirement is the Alan J.

Rothman Award, though the attempt towards affordability is a selection criteria. 

Note that HUD or HUD-originated funding is not a requirement for any submission, nor is the submission's use of

traditional affordable housing finance mechanisms; developments that serve lower-income individuals with either

market-rate or subsidized financing are eligible.

Projects submitted for this award will be subject to review and clearance within the U.S. Department of Housing &

Urban Development to ensure adherence to ethical practices and overall professional conduct.

Deadline and Entry Fees

The deadline for submission completion is November 20, 2015 before 5:00 PM Eastern. All deadlines are strictly

observed.

The non-refundable entry fee for this program is $375.

Please review the Submission Preview carefully before submitting your payment. You can go back and edit your

submission until the deadline but no refunds will be issued.

Contact AIA Info Central or call 1.800.242.3837 to verify membership status.

Log in to the Awards Submission Page

Begin Here Login
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2016 AIA/HUD Secretary's Awards

Deadline: 11/20/2015, 5:00 PM Eastern

Contact the Award Manager

Elizabeth Henry

Logins: 1  Log Out

View / Edit Your Profile

  We always welcome feedback,

and we want to hear what you

like and what can be improved.

Feedback Form
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Click here to begin a new Submisison
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2016 AIA/HUD Secretary's Awards

  Enter your submission title below and click "Continue".

 

Project Name

Please provide the full name of the project without revealing the name of the architect or firm. Failure to follow this requirement will result in

disqualification.

2016 AIA/HUD Secretary's Awards Category

Select one...  

2016 AIA/HUD Secretary's Awards Category Descriptions

Excellence in Affordable Housing Design Award

This award recognizes architecture that demonstrates overall excellent design responses to the needs and constraints of affordable housing. Any

project in which a minimum of 20 percent of occupants are at or below 80 percent of area median income and/or utilizes any current affordable

housing financing vehicle is eligible. Submissions must be for housing uses only; other kinds of projects are referred to the other award categories in

this call. Submissions should describe the occupant income mix, as well as funding sources (if housing finance programs are utilized).

Creating Community Connection Award

This award recognizes projects that incorporate housing within other community amenities for the purposes of either revitalization or planned

growth. Submissions must be mixed-use (including housing) and mixed-income (with a minimum of 20 percent of occupants at or below 80 percent of

area median income). Acceptable mixed-use developments can combine any public, private, or nonprofit use with housing; housing must be included

as one of the uses. Submissions should describe the occupant income mix, as well as funding sources (if housing finance programs are utilized). If

funded through a special production source that has design requirements (like HUDâ€™s HOPE VI), the submission should show how the

requirements were fulfilled and surpassed.

Communityâ€“Informed Design Award

Community-informed or participatory design supports physical communities as they rebuild social structures and relationships that may have been

weakened by out-migration, disinvestment, and the isolation of inner-city areas. The participatory design process establishes positive connections

between and among residents, community stake-holders, local government officials, and designersâ€”all while creating buildings and institutions with

purposes that enhance community life. This award recognizes projects that focus on the design process as much as the resulting physical structures.

Housing is not a required component of submissions, though developments must be in lower- or mixed-income communities. All submissions must

describe funding sources, neighborhood characteristics, and the community participation process in detail. 

Housing Accessibilityâ€” Alan J. Rothman Award

This award is named in remembrance of Alan J. Rothman, HUDâ€™s late senior policy analyst on housing disability issues, who devoted his life to

improving housing accessibility for the disabled. Alan, born with cerebral palsy, overcame many challenges in his life, and HUD and the AIA sponsor

this award to commemorate him and demonstrate both organizationsâ€™ commitment to achieving housing accessibility for all Americans.

Projects eligible for this award must involve housing that demonstrates excellence in improving accessibility for people with ability constraints.

Submissions must incorporate features that make housing accessible for either specific or general disability, particularly those features demonstrating

universal design principles, with the maximum affordability. Submissions must include housing elements, though may extend beyond housing.

 indicates required field

Continue
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TASK LIST  

 

Each task below must be completed to create and finalize your submission.

You can save your submission and come back to edit or update prior to 5:00 pm Eastern of the deadline date.

 

 

Submisison ID#119291

Project Name

2016 AIA/HUD Secretary's Awards Category: Excellence in Affordable Housing Design

Award

Submisison Status: Active

1. Judging Criteria and Jury List

2. Payment

3. All Firms Approval Page

4. Collaborative Acknowledgements

5. Copyright Information

6. Copyright Image Page

7. Release Form

Submit

Home  | Call for Entries (closes 5:00 PM Eastern on Friday, November 20, 2015)  | Log Out Progress  | Award Details  | Technical Support



8. Project and Sustainable Design Information

9. Upload Materials for Jury Review

Submit



JUDGING CRITERIA AND JURY LIST

Please review and acknowledge the following information.

AIA/HUD Secretary's Awards

Judging Criteria

Each entry will be judged for the success with which the project has met its individual requirements, with particular emphasis on design

excellence. Sustainability, affordability, innovation, addressing both natural and built context, as well as meeting the specific needs of the client

are criteria that will also be evaluated in selecting up to one project in each category. Awards may not be presented in all categories.Entries will

be weighed on individual merit and not in competition with one another.

Projects submitted for this award will be subject to review and clearance within the U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development to

ensure adherence to ethical practices and overall professional conduct. Projects that have previously received a HUD Secretary’s Award in any

category are not eligible.

Projects are strongly encouraged to meet the energy reduction goals established in the AIA Sustainable Architectural Practice Position

Statement and the AIA 2030 Commitment, which currently call for a minimum 70 percent reduction in energy use from regional baselines.

Describe project features that enhance environments performance of your project including strategies to:

reduce total and peak energy loads for plugs, heating, cooling, lighting, and water heating

integrate building systems

provide on-site renewable and alternative energy systems and /or anticipate future and carbon neutral fuel sources

use an established rating systems to measure performance

Additional criteria per category to be considered are:

1. Excellence in Affordable Housing Design Award - This award recognizes architecture that demonstrates overall excellent design

responses to the needs and constraints of affordable housing. Any project in which a minimum of 20 percent of occupants are at or

below 80 percent of area median income and/or utilizes any current affordable housing financing vehicle is eligible. Submissions must be

for housing uses only; other kinds of projects are referred to the other award categories in this call. Submissions should describe the

occupant income mix, as well as funding sources (if housing finance programs are utilized).

Submissions will be evaluated on the following features:

Responsiveness to client and occupant needs.

Increased affordability as demonstrated in occupant income levels.

Provision of a long-term asset to the client, occupants, and the community.

Demonstration of exceptional design skill.

2. Creating Community Connection Award - This award recognizes projects that incorporate housing within other community amenities

for the purposes of either revitalization or planned growth. Submissions must be mixed-use (including housing) and mixed-income (with

a minimum of 20 percent of occupants at or below 80 percent of area median income). Acceptable mixed-use developments can

combine any public, private, or nonprofit use with housing; housing must be included as one of the uses. Submissions should describe

the occupant income mix, as well as funding sources (if housing finance programs are utilized). If funded through a special production

source that has design requirements (like HUD’s HOPE VI), the submission should show how the requirements were fulfilled and

surpassed.

Continue
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Submissions will be evaluated on the following features:

Diversity and range of development of a mix of uses beyond housing.

Diversity of users for non-housing functions and housing occupants, including age, ethnicity, physical ability, and income diversity.

Development-wide design choices that support community interaction and enhance community networks (including public and

alternative transportation access, public and shared-use spaces, safe and secure access and mobility, and linkage to cultural and

historical surroundings).

Demonstration of exceptional design skill.

3. Community–Informed Design Award - Community-informed or participatory design supports physical communities as they rebuild

social structures and relationships that may have been weakened by out-migration, disinvestment, and the isolation of inner-city areas.

The participatory design process establishes positive connections between and among residents, community stake-holders, local

government officials, and designers—all while creating buildings and institutions with purposes that enhance community life. 

This award recognizes projects that focus on the design process as much as the resulting physical structures. Housing is not a required

component of submissions, though developments must be in lower- or mixed-income communities. All submissions must describe

funding sources, neighborhood characteristics, and the community participation process in detail.

Note entries for this award do not have to be built/completed.

Submissions will be evaluated on the following features:

Extensive participation of users and/or occupants in the actual design process.

Documentation of participatory process and demonstration of architect’s or supporting organization’s facilitation skill.

Inclusion of a diversity of community members and other relevant individuals in the design process. (Both neighborhood and

participants’ demographic information must be described in the submission).

Resulting design that supports the long-term use of the project by the occupants.

Demonstration of exceptional design skill and interpretation of community needs.

4. Housing Accessibility— Alan J. Rothman - This award is named in remembrance of Alan J. Rothman, HUD’s late senior policy analyst on

housing disability issues, who devoted his life to improving housing accessibility for the disabled. Alan, born with cerebral palsy,

overcame many challenges in his life, and HUD and the AIA sponsor this award to commemorate him and demonstrate both

organizations’ commitment to achieving housing accessibility for all Americans.

Projects eligible for this award must involve housing that demonstrates excellence in improving accessibility for people with ability

constraints. Submissions must incorporate features that make housing accessible for either specific or general disability, particularly

those features demonstrating universal design principles, with the maximum affordability. Submissions must include housing elements,

though may extend beyond housing.

Note that there are no income requirements for this award.

Submissions will be evaluated on the following features:

Responsiveness to users with particular physical disabilities and occupancy needs.

Exemplary or visionary design and technological responses beyond existing legal requirements for accessible design.

Ability for individuals with a range of physical capabilities other than the occupant to use the facility.

Documentation of accessibility requirements (such as ADA, Fair Housing Act, Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act, etc.) and

their effect on design.

Extent to which affordable techniques are addressed.

Demonstration of exceptional design skill.

Upload Requirements

Carefully review the required project and sustainable design information and the required upload materials before submitting your payment.

You can go back and edit your submission until the deadline but no refunds will be issued for submissions that are disqualified, late, or

incomplete. 

Regardless of award recipient status please be aware that any material submitted has the potential to be used by the AIA and/or the U.S.

Department for Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for their online Best Practices section. The Best Practices section draws attention to

housing development projects that promote sustainability and affordability to benefit diverse populations. For more information, visit: HUD's

Office of Policy Development and Research.

2016 AIA Housing/HUD Secretary’s Awards Jury

http://www.huduser.org/portal/bestpractices/home.html
http://www.aia.org/aiaucmp/groups/aia/documents/pdf/aiab100122.pdf
http://www.aia.org/aiaucmp/groups/aia/documents/pdf/aiab100121.pdf


Jamie Blosser, AIA (Chair)

Atkin Olshin Schade Architects

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Ariella Cohen

Editor-in-Chief, Next City

Philadelphia

Rachelle Levitt
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Washington, DC

Keith Fudge

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

Washington, DC

Kevin Harris, FAIA

Kevin Harris Architect, LLC

Baton Rouge

David Lee, FAIA

Stull and Lee, Inc.

Roxbury Crossing, Massachusetts

Suman Sorg, FAIA

Sorg & Associates, P.C.

Washington, DC

Any project that credits a 2016 AIA Housing & Urban Development Secretary’s Awards jury member or firm as architect, associate architect,

consultant, or client is ineligible and will be disqualified if submitted.

Communication with the jury from the time of submittal to completion of the jury process by the candidate or anyone acting on their behalf is

inappropriate and cause for disqualification.

Project authorship on all submissions will remain concealed throughout the deliberations of the jury. if the authorship is revealed on any of the

images, plans, narrative, or file name the entry will be disqualified.

By entering my name below I acknowledge that there is no conflict of interest between the project being submitted and/or

any of the jurors or jurors' firms listed above.

Continue



PAYMENT  

 

Please review the Submission Preview carefully before submitting your non-refundable $375.00 payment.

No entry fee will be refunded for submissions that are disqualified, late, incomplete, or withdrawn.

Once your payment is approved, you will receive an e-mail confirmation for your records and can proceed with your

submission.

Please be patient while your payment is processed - do not select the payment button more than once or you will be

charged for an additional entry.

Payment options include: American Express, Discover, MasterCard, and Visa
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ALL FIRMS APPROVAL PAGE

The Entrant and all architecture firms involved in the project agree that the information and/or materials being submitted are

complete and accurate.

Please add a contact name for each architecture firm involved in the Project next to the plus sign. Once completed, the contact

for the submitting firm should be first on the list. If they are not, use the gray arrow button to move them into the primary position.

Select the name for the submitting firm to complete the contact information requested along with the Intern Declaration Policy

required for this task.

Select the blue "communication" icon to the left of each name to send an e-mail request for contact information to be completed

along with the Intern Declaration Policy by the deadline from each additional firm listed below.

You will not be able to finalize your submission without all parties completing their portion of this process.

 
First Name ...    Last Name ...    Email ...    Select one ...  Add Role

    Please indicate the appropriate role for each individual.

   

   

 

Save Roles

Save Roles

Submission Editor  | Home  | Log Out Progress  | Award Details  | Technical Support



ROLE DETAILS

 
Please complete the requested information.

  Personal Details   Mailing Address   Contact Details

Prefix   Address Line 1    Telephone    

First Name    Address Line 2     

Middle Initial   Address Line 3   Fax  

Last Name    City    Email    

Suffix   N/A State / Province   States/Provinces  

Zip / Postal Code     

    Country   Select a country.....  

        

  Firm Size

 Please indicate your firm size.   

   

          

  Submission Manager (they will be copied on all emails)

 Name Telephone Email   

   Not applicable

          

  Professional Information (as it will appear on conference materials)

 Position / Title   

 

 Company / Institution / Organization   

   

 AIA Designations   

  Select One
Not applicable

         

  Submitting Firm 

Please indicate the appropriate role for each individual.

   Submitting Firm  

         

       indicates required field

      

Continue . . . 

Continue . . . 

Role List  | Home  | Log Out Progress  | Award Details  | Technical Support



INTERN DECLARATION & SUBMISSION APPROVAL

 

Please respond to the statements below:

If you cannot answer 'Yes' to the Intern Declaration Policy, you are not eligible to submit for this award. Please

contact HonorsAwards@aia.org should you have any questions concerning our Intern Declaration policy.

If you cannot answer 'Yes' to the Submission Approval statement please contact the Submitting Architect to agree

on a suitable resolution for proper credit.

  
I affirm that I do not have unpaid intern architects, including working students, and neither does any firm of which I am an owner

or manager.

   I understand that the Project my firm was involved in is being submitted for this award and I have no objections to this submittal.

           

Some Web 2.0 code provided by Zapatec Inc.

Continue . . . 
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COLLABORATIVE ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

 

It is the policy of the American Institute of Architects to promote and recognize high levels of collaboration between all members of the

design team. (It is the policy of the AIA to list only firm names, not individuals.)

The submitting architect must accurately and completely list all other parties including, but not limited to, Engineers, Interior Designers,

Landscape Architects, Planners, and Programmers who were part of the project team, as well as the Client/Owner (which may be an

individual) .

HUD and their partners may develop case studies of award winning projects and those identified as best practices. Please provide

information for individuals familiar with the project such as project managers, municipal officials, funders, tenants, city staff or other

partners who may not have been included as part of the project team.

List all Engineers, Interior Designers, Municipal Officials, etc...who were part of the project team. 

  Format as 'Type of Service: Firm Name' - see sample document.

 

 

Provide the Client/Owner's name and contact information. 

 
Should the Client/Owner wish to remain anonymous please indicate that next to their name with the following: Confidential - Not for

Publication.

 

 

Copyright 2015 CadmiumCD. All Rights Reserved. Unauthorized Duplication Prohibited. Tel 410.638.9239   |   Help@ConferenceAbstracts.com
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COPYRIGHT INFORMATION

Each submission requires information about the copyright owner for any images or text being used in this entry.

The submitting architect is responsible for completing this information. If the submitting architect's name is not listed below, please go back to the

'All Firms Approval Page' (Task Three) and use the gray arrow button to move the name to the top of the list.

Click on the name below in order to begin the Copyright Information Task.

 

  Submitter's Name

   

Some Web 2.0 code provided by Zapatec Inc.

Save Disclosures
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COPYRIGHT INFORMATION

 

1. Information needed:

 

For good and valuable consideration, the exchange of which is hereby acknowledged, I grant The American Institute of Architects

('AIA') a non-exclusive license to use my copyrighted Work, including any text, brochures, drawings, photographs, graphics, plans,

slides, books, transparencies or other copyrightable material, (the “Work”) identified on this form and submitted in connection

with the 2016 AIA/HUD Secretary's Awards as follows. 

This license shall permit limited rights to use, reproduce, crop or resize, publicly display, distribute and transmit worldwide the

Work during the full term of the copyright in all media, now known or hereafter devised, including the internet, without payment

of any royalty or license fee, as follows: 

In connection with the announcement of any awards under the awards program and the promotion of the awards

program itself

In connection with efforts to educate architects through the AIA’s slide rental program and any similar programs in

different media, in which AIA members, only, have access to view the Work; provided, however, that AIA shall implement

reasonable technological measures to ensure that access is limited to AIA members, shall provide written notice

accompanying each access to the Work specifying the conditions under which the Works may be used and that any other

use requires additional permissions from me, and shall provide the written contact information supplied below so that the

AIA member can contact me for permission for further use

This license applies when the entrant has not secured greater rights to copyrighted material by a license or other agreement. If

the entrant has previously secured greater rights to the copyrighted material, please select 'Entrant has secured greater

rights to copyrighted material' below.

Entrant has NOT secured greater rights to copyrighted material.

Entrant has secured greater rights to copyrighted material.

I acknowledge that all copies of the Work submitted in connection with any entry shall remain the property of the AIA but

that the copyright to the Work remains mine and is not transferred to the AIA. The AIA agrees to include in reproductions of

the Work a reasonable copyright and credit, provided that the necessary copyright and credit information is noted below.

  

2. Copyright Credit and Contact Information

 
Typically credit refers to who took the photograph. Contact information should be for the person who owns the Copyright Credit.

 

3. Copyright Notice and Contact Information

 
Typically copyright notice refers to who owns the rights to the images. Contact information should be for the person who owns

the copyright notice.

Complete Form
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4. Copyrighted Work

 

List copyrighted work (e.g. text, brochures, drawings, photographs, graphics, plans, slides, books, transparencies, or other

copyrightable material

Copyright Owner Information

Type 'None' if this does not apply to your submission.

 

5. Permissions and Indemnification

 
By submitting this Copyright Permission Form for Textual and Visual Works, I represent that I have obtained all permissions that I

believe are necessary to grant the limited rights granted by this Form and that the use or reproduction of the Work by AIA as

permitted by this Permission Form shall not, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, infringe or violate any other

person’s copyrights. 

I AGREE TO INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS AIA FROM AND AGAINST ALL CLAIMS OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY BREACH

OF THESE REPRESENTATIONS. AIA AGREES TO INDEMNIFY ME AND HOLD ME HARMLESS FROM AND AGAINST ALL CLAIMS OR

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ITS USE OF THE WORK. 

 

Please type your name on the line below.

 

By signing this box with my electronic signature, I attest that all information above is true and correct.

 

 

  Once you have completed the form, please press the 'Complete Form' button above to

officially register this form.

  

 

Complete Form



Copyright Image Page and Photographer's Approval Form

Please provide a document showing the appropriate copyright credits to be identified with all the images uploaded for the

Jury. (Sample document)

For any work in which you are not the copyright owner your photographer(s)'s signature is required on this form to be

uploded below. If multiple photographers were used please provide all the executed forms in one PDF file.

Should your project be selected as a recipient, please choose five images from your submission you wish to be used for the

announcement and upload below as .jpg files 500px wide by 375px high.

 

  Copyright Image Page

(this is a required upload)  No file chosenChoose File

 

       

 

  Photographer's Approval Form

  No file chosenChoose File

 

       

 

 
Image Selection for Award Announcement -

One

(this is a required upload)  No file chosenChoose File

 

       

 

 
Image Selection for Award Announcement -

Two

(this is a required upload)  No file chosenChoose File

 

       

 

 
Image Selection for Award Announcement -

Three

(this is a required upload)  No file chosenChoose File

 

     

Submit File(s)
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Image Selection for Award Announcement -

Four

(this is a required upload)  No file chosenChoose File

 

       

 

 
Image Selection for Award Announcement -

Five

(this is a required upload)  No file chosenChoose File

 

 



RELEASE FORM

 

 

Information and illustrations for any project receiving an award or chosen for inclusion in any award citation will be taken from the information and

materials submitted by the Entrant. There may be no further communication with an entrant prior to the announcement of an award. Accuracy,

therefore, is essential.

BY MAKING A SUBMISSION, THE ENTRANT AGREES THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN ITS CONCEALED IDENTIFICATION FORM AND ANY OTHER

INFORMATION OR MATERIALS SUBMITTED BY THE ENTRANT ARE COMPLETE AND ACCURATE. THE ENTRANT FURTHER AGREES THAT IT SHALL INDEMNIFY

AND HOLD HARMLESS The American Institute of Architects ('AIA') AND Hanley Wood, FROM AND AGAINST ALL CLAIMS OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OF ANY INFORMATION OR OTHER MATERIALS SUPPLIED BY THE ENTRANT. ALL ERRORS OR OMISSIONS ARE THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE

ENTRANT.

The entrant further certifies that entrant has obtained all permissions necessary to permit AIA to publish, without financial or other obligation, any

information, photograph or other materials submitted by the Entrant, including any permissions required from any individual, architect, contractor,

owner or photographer, and such grant will include the necessary permissions to include the same in the AIA's designated periodical(s), published by

Hanley Wood, LLC, for purposes of any announcements for this awards program. The Entrant certifies that the AIA is authorized to use all such materials

as they deem appropriate in connection with this awards program, including publicizing the program itself.

 I have read and agree to the above terms and conditions.

Please indicate your agreement by typing in your full name above

 

Submit Agreement

Submit Agreement
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PROJECT AND SUSTAINABLE DESIGN INFORMATION

If the authorship is revealed on any of the images, plans, narrative, or file names the entry will be disqualified.

In recognition of the AIA’s commitment to reduce energy use in buildings (by 70% by the year 2016, with the goal of carbon

neutrality by 2030) and HUD’s commitment to cut energy waste in half by 2030, if available, please include the following

information about your submittal: total EUI(kBtu/sf/yr), net EUI (kBtu/sf/yr), percent Reduction from National Average EUI for

Building Type, energy Rating (HERS) Index, and lighting Power Density in watts/sf. Include available Energy Data when

possible.

Describe project features that enhance environments performance of your project including strategies to:

reduce total and peak energy loads for plugs, heating, cooling, lighting, and water heating

integrate building systems

provide on-site renewable and alternative energy systems and /or anticipate future and carbon neutral fuel sources

use an established rating systems to measure performance

Project Name

Please provide the full name of the project without revealing the name of the architect or firm. Failure to follow this requirement will result in

disqualification.

 

Project Address and Site Size

Please provide the physical street address along with city, state, and zip code as well as the area of the site in acres.

 

Project Completion Date

 

Continue

Project Name

11 characters (200 max)

2 words (200 max)

0 words (150 max)

0 words (10 max)
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Square Footage
Please provide the square footage of buildings by use type (office, residential, retail, etc.)

 

Housing Units

Please provide the number and mix of housing units, if applicable.

 

Construction Cost

 

Project Information

 

0 words (200 max)

0 words (200 max)

Please provide the construction costs in dollars (not including soft costs).

0 words (100 max)

Please provide a clear description of the original design objectives. Explain the distinguishing characteristics of the work and featured design elements

including those that enhance the environments performance, along with documentation that may be required in the specific category criteria.

0 words (500 max)

Continue



UPLOAD MATERIALS FOR JURY REVIEW

Project images must be submitted in a single .PDF file not to exceed 10 MB and 24 pages.

It is your responsibility to make sure the architect's name and/or firm name is not revealed on any of the images, plans,

narratives, or file names. Failure to follow this requirement will automatically disqualify the entry.

When possible, images should include the building in use and the following in any order to best tell the jury your project's

story:

1. Include at least one photograph of each building façade. Projects that do not include photographs of each elevation will

not be considered for awards unless a valid reason for the exclusion is included.

2. Include photographs of the site context showing all adjacent structures and/or natural features as well as the

relationship of structures on sites with more than one building. Projects that do not include context photographs will

not be considered for awards.

3. Provide photographs of primary interior spaces.

4. For projects involving renovations or alterations, provide ‘before’ and ‘after’ images. To the extent possible these images

should describe the new work.

5. Provide a site plan showing the building and its context, a building section, and floor plans with a graphic scale and an

orientation arrow.

6. Label renderings. Rendering may not be substituted for required photographs.

7. Provide additional information such as construction details, diagrams, and/or performance data necessary to explain

your project.

8. Photographs and documents pertinent to the specific award category such as analysis of housing options for the

Excellence in Housing Award; public spaces for the Creating Community Connections Award; participatory activities and

plans for the Community-Informed Design Award; and accessibility design and technology features for the Alan J.

Rothman Award.

Additional Tips

Composite pages are acceptable.

Text/notes on images/drawings are allowed.

Consistent use of either a horizontal or portrait landscape is encouraged throughout the submission.

 

  Single PDF file for presentation to the jury

(this is a required upload)  No file chosenChoose File

 

Submit File(s)
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